
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Holiday Greetings from the Hallahans! | 2020 

In what has been a peculiar year, at best, we couldn’t resist opening our annual report with this cartoon that has 
made its way around the internet. Fortunately, the Three Wise Men didn’t have to mask-up, maintain social 
distance, have their temperature checked or stay home and miss witnessing the main event in Bethlehem.  

Undoubtedly, life around the COVID-19 pandemic is front and center this year for most and a noteworthy 
theme for us as well. Jean and Jenna both tested positive recently; negative results for Kirk and grandson 
Atticus. Jean and Jenna scrambled to get tested when they each lost their sense of taste and smell in mid-
November. Until then we assumed we all had very mild seasonal colds. Jean still isn’t tasting or smelling 
anything except coffee, thankfully. We are so grateful to somehow have sidestepped the dire consequences that 
have stolen so many souls. An article from the Kaiser Health News site, “Breakthrough Findings Reveals Why 
Certain COVID Patients Die,” hints that it’s all in the genes. Ours must be good. 

We’re staying in Minnesota until January (or later) to enjoy the holidays with the kids and to wait for the 
rampant infection march in California to turn around. We’re hoping California will reopen so we won’t be quite 
so homebound there. Right now, we have more to do in wintery Minnesota than at our getaway in Hemet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Regrettably we won’t be celebrating our (44th!) anniversary in California on January 8, 2021 – as we did last 
year at one of our favorite haunts, Rancho Las Palmas in Palm Springs. 

Getting back to our annual report…As we rang in the 2020 New Year in California, Jean joined thousands of 
fabric crafters around the world sewing pouches for the marsupial animal rescue efforts in Australia following 
the horrific fires there. Getting her 64 sets of pouches and liners to the caregivers who needed them was less 
expensive than flying Jean over to cuddle the rehabbing critters in person, although she would have preferred 
that. She even got a thank-you note, a very nice touch considering the distribution folks were probably 



drowning in fabric. In the process, Jean played with her new vintage Singer Featherweight sewing machine 
from the 1940s – a gift from friend Margie that once belonged to Margie’s mother. 

 

A little help from the vintage Singer Featherweight to make pouches for Australian wild fire animal relief  

We left California early -- at the end of March versus May – to avoid possible travel restrictions and not 
wanting to be on the road if we got sick. It was wonderful to be back at the lake long before everything outside 
screamed for attention. In Grand Forks, Atticus had begun distance learning at home on March 17. After our 14-
day quarantine, we jumped in to help provide some respite for Jenna who suddenly had her 2nd grader at home 
24/7. God bless all parents who’ve had their personal and professional lives turned inside out to stay home. 

 

Spring’s best…Jean’s first fishing success 

Our summer was amazingly unaffected by the pandemic. We project-oriented homebodies actually grinned 
when we were told to STAY PUT. Jean tended her pots and flower beds with a vengeance, in spite of growing 
awareness that she can’t put in the dawn-to-dusk gardening marathons normal for her.  

Atticus became quite the gardener as he helped Jean and Jenna plant herbs, tomatoes and monster pumpkins 
(one grew to 47 pounds) at their house in Grand Forks. Then there’s the strange sunflowers that grew to 10 feet, 
never bloomed, and required loppers to cut them down at the end of the season. Just weird! He’s a typical fussy 
eater but nonetheless loved to pluck and chew basil leaves and even enjoyed pesto. Go figure!   



Despite hesitancies about gathering, our family decided to hold our annual Family Weekend in August – two 
days of wild family fun. It was 100 years ago this year when Jean’s grandparents built a cottage on this same 
lake – and Jean’s parents later had a cottage here.  It seems Jean has lake life in her blood and created a 
commemorative quilt to reflect that serious love. 

 

Enjoying a pizza picnic on the pontoon 

BC (Before COVID) we considered vacationing to Canada or Wisconsin. Instead, we opted for a lower risk, 
three-day family escape to Duluth where Atticus took full advantage of the hotel indoor waterpark. We got used 
to masking up for every outing including a Lake Superior boat cruise, the local children’s museum, and, for 
Jenna and Atticus, the pizza train ride for kids and families along the North Shore of Lake Superior. On the 
drive home, Atticus proclaimed from the backseat, “Let’s go back to ‘Bluetooth’ again!” He had mistaken the 
name of the city as the name for the wireless technology used on most devises today. Kids - so much cuteness 
and only a fraction written down anywhere to smile at later. Must work on my grandmother’s book in 2021! 

 

Protective fashion statements for the season … Jenna in her favorite broad brim hat for the summer sun at 
Family Weekend and a surgical mask for sightseeing in Duluth 

Fall saw Atticus returning to school via distance learning from home – probably a wise decision since Grand 
Forks opted to move all kids to distance during December. Meanwhile, he’s become a menace at Minecraft, the 
popular online game, and found friends to play with at the park until the snow arrived, but is so missing school 
buddies.  



 

Atticus…at school at the kitchen table…helping bake cookies…and playing Minecraft online and offline. 

Jean’s been going crazy this fall in her sewing room, creating scrappy Santa ornaments from itty bitty 1-inch 
strips and a Lost In Space quilt for Atticus who said he wanted “earths” on his next quilt. Jean’s story would not 
be complete without mention of her special new friend, Chester, a chipmunk who became so tame he’d sit in 
her lap and let her pet him while he stuffs himself with peanuts. Animal friends are good medicine. We hope her 
therapy chipmunk will be back after his long winter nap. 

 

Chester, Jean’s therapy chipmunk, learns to retrieve peanuts from her pocket 
 
Kirk continued to teach his online History of Media course for Colorado States. In early November he dug into 
compiling what Jean calls the “Sheppard genealogical treatise.” He’s writing the family story, generation by 
generation, beginning in the late 1800s and has scanned a bazillion old photographs, newspaper clippings and 
scrapbook treasures,  He comes up for air and food occasionally.   

For most of the year, around our attempts to hold onto our “normal,” we’ve felt the strain of virtually 
apocalyptic news all around us. Contradictory reports…runaway anger…careless treatment of people...so much 
pain. Who to believe? How to respond? How to make sense of it all? It’s been unsettling.  

All we know for sure is that God is still on the throne. The plan is still unfolding. It seems we can more 
comfortably ride out the “lifequakes,” like pandemics and other jolts that rock our emotional equilibrium, if we 
remember that this too shall pass. Some octogenarians have, in fact, seen far worse. We can do a 180 mentally 
and write our own daily headlines, featuring the goodness in each day. “God delivers spectacular sunrise to 
warm his kids’ hearts” “Woman reconnects with dear childhood friend by phone.” “Husband does the 
dishes…again” “Couple publishes yet another Christmas letter…before Christmas” 

Blessings to all of you as you enjoy a safe, sensible, sort of different season this year.  
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